We present HST/ACS observations of the most distant radio galaxy known, TN J0924-2201 at z = 5.2. This radio galaxy has 6 spectroscopically confirmed Lyα emitting companion galaxies, and appears to lie within an overdense region. The radio galaxy is marginally resolved in i 775 and z 850 showing continuum emission aligned with the radio axis, similar to what is observed for lower redshift radio galaxies. Both the half-light radius and the UV star formation rate are comparable to the typical values found for Lyman break galaxies at z ∼ 4 − 5. The Lyα emitters are sub-L * galaxies, with deduced star formation rates of 1−10 M ⊙ yr −1 . One of the Lyα emitters is only detected in Lyα. Based on the star formation rate of ∼ 3 M ⊙ yr −1 calculated from Lyα, the lack of continuum emission could be explained if the galaxy is younger than ∼ 2 Myr and is producing its first stars.
Introduction
Where can we find the progenitors of the galaxy clusters that populate the local Universe? The evolution of rich galaxy clusters has been studied out to z ∼ 1.4 (Mullis et al. 2005) . These clusters have been discovered primarily via their bright X-ray emission, the signature of virialised gas within a deep gravitational potential well. Follow-up observations have revealed that some of the galaxy populations in distant clusters are relatively old, as evidenced by, for example, the tight scatter in the color-magnitude relation for early-type galaxies (e.g. Stanford et al. 1998; Blakeslee et al. 2003a; Wuyts et al. 2004; Holden et al. 2005) , and the mild evolution of the morphology density relation for cluster ellipticals since z ∼ 1 (Postman et al. 2005) . This suggests that an interesting epoch of cluster forma-tion could lie at higher redshifts. Several good examples for overdensities of galaxies at 1.5 z 6, possibly the progenitors of clusters, exist in the literature (e.g. Pascarelle et al. 1996; Steidel et al. 1998; Keel et al. 1999; Steidel et al. 2000; Francis et al. 2001; Möller & Fynbo 2001; Sánchez & González-Serrano 2002; Shimasaku et al. 2003; Ouchi et al. 2005; Steidel et al. 2005 ). These structures have been found often as by-products of large-area field surveys using broad or narrow band imaging, or by targeting luminous radio sources.
One technique for finding distant galaxy overdensities is based on the empirical evidence that powerful radio galaxies are among the most massive forming galaxies at high redshift (e.g. De Breuck et al. 2002; Dey et al. 1997; Pentericci et al. 2001; Zirm et al. 2003) . In the standard cold dark matter (CDM) universe model, massive galaxies and galaxy clusters are associated with the most massive dark matter haloes within the large-scale structure. It has been found that massive black holes are a key-ingredient of local massive galaxies, and that their mass scales in proportion to the mass of the spheroidal component of the host galaxy (Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000) . Radio galaxies may therefore demarcate the location of forming clusters, analogous to the suggested scaling relations between halo, host galaxy and black hole mass at low redshift. A program with the Very Large Telescope (VLT) of the European Southern Observatory to search for galaxy overdensities around luminous high-redshift radio galaxies through deep narrow band Lyα imaging and spectroscopy has indeed revealed that the radio galaxies are often accompanied by large numbers of line emitting galaxies (Pentericci et al. 2000; Kurk et al. 2003; Venemans et al. 2002 Venemans et al. , 2004 Venemans et al. , 2005 .
We have started a study with the Advanced Camera for Surveys on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST/ACS; Ford et al. 1998) to survey some of these Lyα-selected protoclusters 1 . Our goal is to augment our study of emission line objects by deep broad band observations to search for Lyman break galaxies (LBGs). Observations of the radio galaxy protocluster TN J1338-1942 at z = 4.1 have shown that the overdensity of Lyα emitters discovered by Venemans et al. (2002) is accompanied by a similar overdensity of Lyman break galaxies, allowing us to assess distinct galaxy populations in overdense regions (Miley et al. 2004, Overzier et al., in prep.) . The radio galaxy TN J1338-1942 was found to have a complex morphology, showing clear signs of AGN feedback on the forming ISM and a starburst-driven wind possibly feeding the gaseous halo that surrounds the galaxy (Zirm et al. 2005) . The Lyα emitters have relatively faint UV continua and small angular sizes compared to the generally brighter LBG population in field studies (e.g. Ferguson et al. 2004; Bouwens et al. 2004a ).
TN J0924-2201 at z = 5.19 is the most distant radio galaxy known (van Breugel et al. 1999; De Breuck et al. 2000) . Following the successes obtained in identifying Lyα galaxy overdensities around our sample of powerful high redshift radio galaxies at 2.2 < z < 4.1, Venemans et al. (2004) have probed the distribution of Lyα emitters around TN J0924-2201: there are 6 spectroscopically confirmed companions within a (projected) radius of 2.5 Mpc and a (rest-frame) 1000 km s −1 from the radio galaxy, corresponding to a surface overdensity of 1.5-6 with respect to the field. This overdensity is comparable to that of radio galaxy/Lyα protoclusters at lower z, and is in support of the idea that radio galaxies conspicuously identify groups or cluster-like regions in the very early Universe.
In this paper we present the results of a follow-up study of the galaxy overdensity near TN J0924-2201 through high resolution imaging observations obtained with HST/ACS. The primary goal of these observations was to look for an enhancement in the surface density of Lyman break galaxies in the field of TN J0924-2201, which would generally be missed by the selection based on the presence of a Lyα emission line alone. LBGs and Lyα emitters are strongly clustered at z = 3 − 5, and are highly biased relative to predictions for the dark matter distribution Adelberger et al. 1998; Ouchi et al. 2004b ). The biasing becomes stronger for galaxies with higher rest-frame UV luminosity (Giavalisco & Dickinson 2001) . In an excellent, all-encompassing census of the clustering properties of LBGs, Ouchi et al. (2004b) found that the bias may also increase with redshift and dust extinction, in addition to UV luminosity. By comparing the number densities of LBGs to that of dark halos predicted by Sheth & Tormen (1999) they concluded that z = 4 LBGs could be hosted by halos of 1 × 10 11 − 5 × 10 12 M ⊙ (see also Hamana et al. 2004) , and that the descendants of those halos at z = 0 have masses that are comparable to the masses of groups and clusters.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe our observations and data analysis. Section 3 subsequently deals with the host galaxy of the radio source, the spectroscopically confirmed Lyα emitters, and our sample of z ∼ 5 Lyman break galaxies. In Section 4 we discuss the evidence that suggests that TN J0924-2201 may pinpoint a young galaxy cluster, and we present our conclusions in Section 5. We use a cosmology in which H 0 = 72 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω M = 0.27, and Ω Λ = 0.73 (Spergel et al. 2003) . In this Universe, the luminosity distance is 49.2 Gpc and the angular scale size is 6.2 kpc arcsec −1 at z = 5.2. The lookback time is 12.2 Gyr, corresponding to an epoch when the Universe was approximately 8% of its current age. -Total effective throughput of the HST/ACS filterset used in our observations. The SED template shown is the SB2 template from Benítez (2000) , redshifted to z = 5.19 taking into account the attenuation of the IGM following the prescription of Madau et al. (1996) . The Lyman break occurs between filters V 606 and i 775 for galaxies at z ∼ 5.
ACS Observations, data reduction and photometry

TN J0924-2201
We surveyed the field surrounding TN J0924-2201 with a single pointing of the WideField Channel (WFC) of HST/ACS. The field position was chosen in order to maximize the number of spectroscopically-confirmed Lyα emitters in the field. The radio galaxy is located at α J2000 = 9 h 24 m 19.90 s , δ J2000 = −22
• 01 ′ 42.0 ′′ , and 4 of the Lyα emitters fall within the 11.7 arcmin 2 field. The field has an extinction value E(B − V ) = 0.057 determined from the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) . The observations were carried out between 29 May and 8 June 2003, as part of the ACS Guaranteed Time Observing (GTO) high redshift cluster program. The total observing time of 14 orbits was split over the V 606 (9400 s), i 775 (11800 s) and z 850 (11800 s) broad-band filters, bracketing redshifted Lyα at 7527Å. The filter transmission curves are indicated in Fig. 1 . Each orbit was split into two 1200 s exposures to facilitate the removal of cosmic rays. A color image of the field is shown in Fig. 2 .
The data were processed through CALACS at STScI and the ACS pipeline science investigation software Apsis (Blakeslee et al. 2003b ) that was developed by and for the ACS GTO team. By default Apsis provides final drizzled images with a pixel scale of 0.
′′ 05 pixel −1 . However, to match the image scale of the public data release of the GOODS data (our main comparison dataset), we drizzled the science images onto a frame with a pixel scale of 0.
′′ 03 pixel −1 . Fig. 3 (left panels) shows the limiting magnitudes for each filter as a function of aperture diameter and signal-to-noise. The 2σ limiting magnitudes in a square aperture of 0.2 arcsec 2 are ∼ 29.0 in V 606 , ∼ 28.5 in i 775 , and ∼ 28.0 in z 850 . There is no significant difference in the detection limits for the 0.
′′ 05 pixel −1 dataset and the 0. ′′ 03 pixel −1 dataset. The total filter exposure times, extinctions and zeropoints (Sirianni et al. 2005 ) are listed in Table 1 .
GOODS public data
We used the public imaging data from the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS; Giavalisco et al. 2004b ) as a control field for our data. Similar to TN J0924-2201, GOODS has observations in V 606 , i 775 and z 850 , and is comparably deep. We downloaded the V1.0 mosaicked images release 2 for the GOODS Chandra Deep Field South (CDF-S) and Hubble Deep Field North (HDF-N) regions. Details on how these images were produced can be found in Giavalisco et al. (2004b) . In total we used an area of ∼ 314 arcmin 2 from this survey (see Section 4.1), roughly 27× larger than a single ACS pointing. We used the zeropoints given by Giavalisco et al. (2004b) for this dataset. Fig. 3 (bottom panels) shows that the depth is comparable to that of our TN J0924-2201 observations. A summary of the GOODS observations are provided in Table 1 .
UDF parallels
We also used the two ACS parallels to the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF) NICMOS observations (GO-9803; R. I. Thompson et al.) for comparison 3 . The observations consist of 2 parallel fields with pointings of α J2000 = 3 h 32 m 46.0
The heavily dithered images were trimmed down to only the central regions covering 11.7 arcmin 2 for each parallel field. The data were reduced using Apsis at the default output scale of 0.
′′ 05 pixel −1 . The UDF parallels reach about 0.5-1 magnitudes deeper in each filter compared to both TN J0924-2201 and GOODS (see Fig. 3 ). Details on the observations are given in Table 1 .
Object detection and photometry
Object detection and photometry was done using the Source Extractor (SExtractor) software package of Bertin & Arnouts (1996) . We used SExtractor in double-image mode, where object detection and aperture determination are carried out on the so-called "detection image", and the photometry is carried out on the individual filter images. The z 850 -band was used as the detection image. Photometric errors are calculated using the root mean square (RMS) images that contain the final error per pixel for each output science image. The RMS images correctly reflect the pixel variation when images are stacked in the absense of non-integer pixel shifts or corrections for the geometric distortion. For the fields at a scale of 0.
′′ 03 pixel −1 (TN J0924-2201 and GOODS), the main parameters influencing the detection and photometry are essentially the same as the parameters that were used to construct the GOODS 'r1.1z' public dataset source catalogue (see Giavalisco et al. 2004b we initially considered all detections with a minimum of 16 connected pixels each containing >0.6 times the standard deviation of the local background (giving a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of >2.4). SExtractor's deblending parameters were set to DEBLEND MINCONT = 0.03, DEBLEND NTHRESH = 32. The publicly available inverse variance images provided by the GOODS team were converted to RMS images to ensure that the absolute standard deviations per pixel are used by SExtractor. For the UDF Parallel datasets that were drizzled at a scale of 0.
′′ 05 pixel −1 , we detected objects using a minimum of 5 connected pixels at a threshold of 1.1 times the RMS of the local background (nominal S/N of >2.4) and setting DEBLEND MINCONT = 0.1 and DEBLEND NTHRESH = 8.
After this initial detection we rejected all objects with S/N less than 5 in z 850 , where we define S/N as the ratio of counts in the isophotal aperture to the errors on the counts. The remaining objects were considered real objects. Galactic stars appear to closely overlap with galaxies in the V 606 -i 775 , i 775 -z 850 color-color plane (see section 3.4). We initially rejected all point sources on the basis of high SExtractor stellarity index, e.g., setting S/G<0.85 (non-stellar objects with high confidence). We used SExtractor's MAG AUTO to estimate total object magnitudes within an aperture radius of 2.5 × r Kron (Kron 1980) , but calculated galaxy colors from the isophotal magnitudes measured by SExtractor within the aperture defined by the isophotal area of the object in the z 850 -band. These procedures are optimal for (faint) object detection and aperture photometry with ACS (Benítez et al. 2004 ). We measured half-light radii defined as that radius that contains half of the total light using annular photometry out to 2.5 × r Kron (performed by SExtractor). The total magnitudes and half-light radii have not been corrected for the amount of light missed outside the apertures, unless stated otherwise (see Benítez et al. 2004; Giavalisco et al. 2004b, Overzier et al., in prep. for aperture corrections applied to ACS observations). All colors and magnitudes quoted in this paper have been corrected for foreground extinction and are in the AB system of Oke (1971) .
Photometric redshifts
We used the Bayesian Photometric Redshift code (BPZ) of Benítez (2000) to obtain estimates for galaxy redshifts, z B . For a complete description of BPZ and the robustness of its results, we refer the reader to Benítez (2000) and Benítez et al. (2004) . Our library of galaxy spectra is based on the elliptical, intermediate (Sbc) and late type spiral (Scd), and irregular templates of Coleman et al. (1980) , augmented by starburst galaxy templates with E(B − V ) ∼ 0.3 (SB2) and E(B − V ) ∼ 0.45 (SB3) from Kinney et al. (1996) , and two simple stellar population (SSP) models with ages of 5 Myr and 25 Myr from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . The latter two templates have been found to improve the accuracy of BPZ for very blue, young high redshift galaxies in the UDF (Coe et al., in prep.) . BPZ makes use of a parameter 'ODDS' defined as P (|z − z B | < ∆z) that gives the total probability that the true redshift is within an uncertainty ∆z. For a Gaussian probability distribution a 2σ confidence interval centered on z B would get an ODDS of > 0.95. The empirical accuracy of BPZ is σ ≈ 0.1(1 + z B ) for objects with I 814 24 and z 4 observed in the B 435 V 606 I 814 -bands with ACS to a depth comparable to our observations (Benítez et al. 2004 ). Note that we will be applying BPZ to generally fainter objects at z ∼ 5 observed in (B 435 )V 606 i 775 z 850 . The true accuracy for such a sample has yet to be determined empirically.
Results
Radio galaxy TN J0924-2201
The radio galaxy was not detected in V 606 due to the attenuation of flux shortward of Lyα by the intergalactic medium (IGM). We derive a 2σ upper limit of 28.3 magnitude within r Kron . The galaxy is detected in the other filters with total magnitudes of i 775 = 26.0 ± 0.1 and z 850 = 25.5 ± 0.1, and colors of V 606 -i 775 > 2.7 and i 775 -z 850 = 0.4 ± 0.1 (Table 2 ).
The radio galaxy's V 606 -i 775 color is affected by the relatively large equivalent width of Lyα (EW 0 = 83Å, Venemans et al. (2004) ). In the i 775 -and z 850 -bands, the galaxy consists of a compact object with a ∼ 1 ′′ 'tail' extending towards the East that we have made visible by smoothing the ACS images shown in Fig. 4 using a Gaussian kernel of 0.
′′ 15 (FWHM). Also shown is the narrow-band Lyα from Venemans et al. (2004) in contours superposed on the ACS i 775 -band (Fig. 4 , bottom left). The narrow-band image was registered to the ACS image using a nearby star ∼ 3 ′′ to the northwest of the radio galaxy. The main component observed with ACS is entirely embedded in the ∼ 1.
′′ 5 (∼ 9 kpc) Lyα halo (compared to a seeing of 0.8 ′′ ). The lower right panel of Fig. 4 shows the VLA 4.86 GHz radio contours (C. De Breuck, private communications), overlayed on the ACS z 850 -band image. The relative as-trometry could not be determined to better than 0.
′′ 5. We find good correspondence between the orientations of the radio emission and the extended ACS emission. This is analogous to the alignment of both the UV continuum and emission lines with the radio seen in other HzRGs at lower redshifts, which can be due to (a combination of) scattered light, emission lines and, possibly, jet-induced star formation (e.g. Best et al. 1998; Bicknell et al. 2000; Zirm et al. 2005 , and references therein). Several emission lines common to high-redshift radio galaxies fall within the z 850 transmission curve (CIV λ1549Å, HeII λ1640Å). Based on a composite radio galaxy spectrum, we estimate that the contribution due to these lines is at most ∼ 0.2 mag in z 850 . If the continuum is further dominated by the emission of young, hot stars with little dust, we derive a star formation rate (SFR) of 13.3 M ⊙ yr −1 . This SFR is comparable to that of normal star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 4 − 6 (e.g. Steidel et al. 1999; Papovich et al. 2001; Ouchi et al. 2004a; Giavalisco et al. 2004a; Bouwens et al. 2004b ).
Properties of Lyα emitting galaxies at z ≈ 5.2
In this section we will study some of the properties of the four Lyα emitting galaxies from Venemans et al. (2004) . The morphologies in the 3 bands are shown in Fig. 5 , and their photometric properties are summarized in Table 2 . All four Lyα emitters were detected in i 775 , the filter that includes Lyα, with one object (#2688) being solely detected in this filter. The UV continuum magnitudes measured from the z 850 -band are all fainter than 25.8 magnitudes, making them fainter than the faintest galaxies in the z ∼ 5 GOODS LBG sample from Ferguson et al. (2004) . This implies that this population of Lyα galaxies is confined to luminosities of 0.7 L * , where L * is the characteristic continuum luminosity of z = 3 LBGs from Steidel et al. (1999) . Two emitters have a luminosity of 0.3 L * . It is evident that the selection of these Lyα galaxies is biased in two important ways. One, the sample is naturally biased towards galaxies with high equivalent width of Lyα, and second, it is biased towards the fainter end of the Lyman break galaxy luminosity funtion. This finding seems consistent with that of Shapley et al. (2003) who found evidence that Lyα equivalent width increases towards fainter continuum magnitudes in their spectroscopic z ∼ 3 LBG sample. The faint UV continuum of these Lyα emitting galaxies is similar to that observed for Lyα galaxies associated with other radio galaxies (Venemans et al. 2004; Miley et al. 2004, Overzier et al., in prep.) . 
Continuum slopes
We can use the accurate ACS photometry together with the narrow-band Lyα flux densities to try to sharpen the constraints on the Lyα EW and to determine the continuum slope (f λ ∝ λ β ) of these emitters. To this end, we follow the procedures detailed in Venemans et al. (2005) to subsequently derive the UV slope β, the strength of the continuum, the contribution of Lyα to i 775 , and its (rest-frame) equivalent width, EW 0 . We take into account that for a source at z = 5.2 a fraction Q 775 ≈ 0.68 of the i 775 flux is absorbed by intervening neutral hydrogen (Madau 1995) , and note that this fraction is virtually independent of β. The uncertainties on β and EW 0 were obtained by propagating the individual errors on the measured magnitudes using a Monte Carlo method, and fitting the resulting distributions with a Gaussian. For object #2881, the brightest in our sample, we find good constraints on both the UV slope and the Lyα EW, β = −0.8 ± 0.6 and EW 0 = 39 ± 7. The continuum seems redder than the average slope of β = −1.8 ± 0.2 of V 606 -dropouts in GOODS found by Bouwens et al. (2005b) . However, we can not rule out the possibility that the Lyα flux in i 775 has been over-subtracted due to the presence of faint, extended Lyα in the VLT narrow-band Lyα image (PSF of ∼ 0.
′′ 8) not detected with ACS (PSF of ∼ 0. ′′ 1). This could have caused the slope calculated above to be shallower than it in fact is. We were not able to place tight constraints on the two fainter objects #1388 and #2849 detected in i 775 and z 850 , and refer to Venemans et al. (2005) who find EW 0 ∼ 50Å with large errors under the assumption of a flat (in f ν , i.e., β = −2) spectrum.
Star formation rates
Using the emission-line free UV flux at 1500Å measured in z 850 , we derive star formation rates using the conversion between UV luminosity and SFR for a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) given in Madau et al. (1998) :
We find 5.9 and 3.0 M ⊙ yr −1 for objects #1388 and #2849. Object #2881 has a SFR of 9.7 M ⊙ yr −1 , quite comparable to that derived for the radio galaxy (see Sect. 3.1). These SFRs are considered to be lower limits, since the presence of dust is likely to absorb the (rest-frame) UV luminosities observed. The Lyα-to-continuum SFR ratios are in the range 0.7-3. The Lyα SFRs were derived following the standard assumption of case B recombination, valid for gas that is optically thick to HI resonance scattering (Venemans et al. 2005) .
As modeled by Charlot & Fall (1993) , high equivalent width Lyα is expected for a relatively brief period in young (∼ 10 7−9 yr), nearly dust-free galaxies. However, the general understanding is that, regardless of the effects of dust, the UV continuum is a better probe of the SFR than Lyα, given the large cross-section to resonance scattering for the latter. While the Lyα profile can be severely diminished depending on the geometry of the system, the gas density, and the dust contents, the enhancement of Lyα flux over UV flux is also not ruled out, at least theoretically. Young galaxies may consist of a 2-phase medium (e.g. Rees 1989 ) effectively thin to Lyα photons scattering off the surfaces of clouds that are optically thick to unscattered UV photons (Neufeld 1991) . For the Lyα emitters found in overdensities associated with radio galaxies we find that the star formation rates derived from the UV and Lyα are generally of a similar order of magnitude (e.g., this paper, Venemans et al. 2005, Overzier et al., in prep.) . It is unlikely that geometry, dust and scattering medium all conspire so that the SFRs derived from Lyα and the continuum will be comparable. More likely it implies that both the UV and Lyα offer a relatively clear view (e.g. little dust and simple geometry) towards the star-forming regions of these galaxies.
Sizes
Except for source #2688, which we will discuss in detail below, the sources are (slightly) resolved in i 775 and z 850 . The half-light radii measured in z 850 are 0.
′′ 10-0. ′′ 16, implying that the (projected) physical half-light diameters are <2.5 kpc, where we have applied a correction for the degree to which half-light radii as measured by SExtractor are underestimated for objects with z 850 ≈ 26 based on profile simulations (Overzier et al., in prep) . The sizes are comparable to the sizes we have measured for Lyα emitters associated with radio galaxies at z = 3.13 and z = 4.11 (Miley et al. 2004; Venemans et al. 2005, Overzier et al. in prep.) . We find no evidence for dominant active nuclei among these Lyα emitters.
A galaxy without UV continuum
Object #2688 from Venemans et al. (2004) is particularly interesting. It is the faintest object in our Lyα sample (i 775 ≈ 28) and it is not detected in z 850 at the 2σ level (z 850 > 28.4). Likewise, there is no detection in V 606 . Assuming β ≈ −2, which is appropriate for a dustless, young (1-100 Myr) galaxy, correcting for the Lyα emission in the i 775 -band would place this object's magnitude close to the detection limit in i 775 . This implies that the i 775 flux is solely that of Lyα, with an EW 0 of > 100Å. What physical processes could explain its peculiar observed properties?
• Young star-forming galaxy? If object #2688 is a young star-forming galaxy, the observed equivalent width of Lyα should be a function of the age of the stellar population. Venemans et al. (2004) estimated the star formation rate in #2688 from its Lyα luminosity and found ∼ 3 M ⊙ yr −1 . Based on a population synthesis model for a young stellar population with a SFR of 3 Fig.  6 , our robust limit on the z 850 -band (∼ 1465Å rest-frame) would be surpassed within only ∼ 2 Myr (Leitherer et al. 1999) . A comparably young object was found by Ellis et al. (2001) at z = 5.6. In this case, the lensing amplification by the cluster Abell 2218 also enabled to place a strong upper-limit on the object size of 150 pc, consistent with it being a typical HII region. Given the non-detection of #2688 in z 850 , it is difficult to place an upper limit on the size of the object. If we take the physical half-light diameter of 2.5 kpc derived for the other Lyα emitters as an extreme upper limit on the size, it is not likely that star formation can progress over such large size within only a few Myr. Whether the actual size of the Lyα emitting in #2688 is similar to that of typical HII regions is unclear given the extremely thin detection in i 775 .
• Outflow? Extended emission line regions seem to be a common feature of both local and high-redshift star-forming galaxies. Locally, some of the emission is produced in galactic scale outflows. Empirically there is a lower limit to the surface density of star formation necessary to launch such a galactic wind of 0.1 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 (Heckman et al. 1990 ). For #2688 we calculate a star formation rate surface density of > 0.5 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 . Therefore, the observed high equivalent-width Lyα may be a result of outflowing gas, while the galaxy itself may be obscured and older than the strong upper limit of a few Myr derived for the above scenario.
• AGN? The equivalent width of Lyα could also be boosted by the presence of an active nucleus. TN J0924-2201 itself has a Lyα EW 0 = 83Å close to the lower limit derived for #2688. While there is no evidence for a bright nuclear point-source in #2688, it could be easily obscured by circumnuclear dust, particularly at rest-frame ultraviolet wavelengths. Because the spectrum only has narrow Lyα, it could be a faint narrow line quasar. Several of the Lyα emitters in the protocluster near radio galaxy MRC 1138-262 at z = 2.16 have been detected with Chandra indicating that the AGN fraction of such protoclusters could be significant. In contrast, Wang et al. (2004) found no evidence for AGN among a large field sample of z ≈ 4.5 Lyα emitters observed in the X-ray.
Selection of V 606 -dropouts
Galaxies without a significant excess of Lyα (i.e. rest-frame EW Lyα < 20Å) constitute ∼ 75% of LBG samples (Shapley et al. 2003) , and hence are missed by selection purely based on the presence of Lyα emission. To circumvent this inherent bias in Lyα surveys, galaxies can be selected on the basis of broad-band colors that straddle the Lyman break for some specific redshift range. Unfortunately, having only a few filters, the Lyman break selection provides only a crude selection in redshift space due to photometric scatter and uncertainty in the underlying spectral energy distributions. This is especially important when we want to test for the presence of LBGs within a relatively narrow redshift range of the radio galaxy. Giavalisco et al. (2004a) selected V 606 -dropouts from the GOODS fields using the criteria:
where ∨ and ∧ are the logical OR and AND operators. Although we will use these selection criteria to select V 606 -dropout samples from our datasets, we will use a slightly modified selection window when discussing the clustering statistics of V 606 -dropouts with respect to the radio galaxy (Section 4.1). We can tighten the color constraints given in Eq. 2 to effectively remove relatively blue objects that are likely to be at redshifts much lower than we are interested in (z ≈ 5.2), as well as relatively red objects at much higher redshifts. We required 0.0
in addition to Eq. 2 to reject galaxies at z 4.8 and z 5.5, based on the color-color track of a 10 8 yr constant star forming model of 0.4Z ⊙ metallicity. The resulting selection window is indicated in Fig. 7 (shaded area) . The selection window of ) as given in Eq. 2 has been indicated for comparison (dashed line).
Unlike GOODS and the UDF parallel fields, there are no observations in B 435 for our field, which makes it impossible to remove low redshift contamination by requiring a maximum upper limit on detections in B 435 (e.g., S/N < 2). The estimates for the low redshift contamination fraction of V 606 -dropouts from GOODS amount to ∼ 10 − 30% (Bouwens et al. 2005b ). We note, however, that in some cases low redshift objects that have made it into the selection window can still be rejected on the basis of their high relative brightness and/or large sizes in the V 606 i 775 z 850 -bands during visual inspection.
Properties of V 606 -dropouts in the field of TN J0924-2201
The V 606 -i 775 versus i 775 -z 850 diagram of the objects that meet our selection criteria is shown in Fig. 7 compared to the entire V 606 i 775 z 850 sample. Also shown are the colorcolor tracks of several standard SEDs and the stellar locus. We find 23 V 606 -dropouts down to a limiting magnitude of z 850 = 26.5. The radio galaxy (#1396) and the two brightest Lyα emitters (objects 4 #449 and #1844) passed the V 606 -dropout selection criteria. Table  3 lists the coordinates, colors and magnitudes of the LBG candidates. Fig. 8 shows the z 850 -band image with the positions of the V 606 -dropouts (blue circles) and the Lyα emitters (red squares).
SFRs and continuum slopes
Our limiting magnitude in z 850 corresponds to ∼ 0.5 L * (taking into account the average amount of flux missed). We calculated star formation rates from the emission-line free UV flux measured in z 850 . The SFRs range from 5-42 M ⊙ yr −1 if there is no dust (see Table  3 ). We calculated an average UV slope (f λ ∝ λ β ) for the entire sample from the i 775 -z 850 color and find β = −2.4 with a standard deviation of 1.7 for the sample. Here we have assumed a redshift of z = 5.2 to convert between magnitudes and the actual flux densities of the continuum in i 775 . However, this assumed redshift is critical to the calculation of β, due to its large dependence on the amount of Lyα forest absorption in i 775 : the average i 775 -z 850 color corresponds to slopes ranging from β = −1.3 at z = 5.0 to β = −4.0 at z = 5.4. The average slope of β = −2.4 that we measured is consistent with the average slope of V 606 -dropouts (β = −1.8 ± 0.2) in GOODS (Bouwens et al. 2005b ).
It is impossible to fit both the redshift and the spectral slope independently. In the following we will assume that z = 5.2, and that the value of the spectral slope is largely determined by dust, rather than age or metallicity. We have parametrized E(B −V )−β iz for a base template consisting of a 100 Myr old (z f ≈ 5.6) SED with 0.2 Z ⊙ metallicity that has been forming stars at a continuous rate (from Bruzual & Charlot 2003) . The template was reddened by applying increasing values of E(B −V ) using the recipe of Calzetti et al. (2000) . The measured slopes are consistent with modest absorption by dust of E(B − V ) ∼ 0 − 0.4, with the lower values preferred given the mean slope of the sample. In some cases we also found negative values of E(B − V ). This suggests that the color might be bluer than that of the base template used, or that the redshift is off. Bouwens et al. (2005b) found evidence for evolution in the mean UV slope from z ∼ 5 (β = −1.8 ± 0.2) to z ∼ 2.5 (β = −1.4 ± 0.1) (see also Lehnert & Bremer 2003; Ouchi et al. 2004a; Papovich et al. 2004; Bouwens et al. 2005a) . They have interpreted this as an evolution in the dust content rather than age or metallicity, based on the plausible assumption that any change in these parameters by significantly large factors seems unlikely given that the universe only doubles in age over this redshift interval and the gradual process of galaxy formation. Reducing the dust content by a factor of ∼ 2 from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 5 can explain the relatively blue continuum of the V 606 -dropouts.
Sizes
We have measured half-light radii in z 850 . A Gaussian fit to the size distribution gives a r hl,z = 0.
′′ 16 with standard deviation 0. ′′ 05. The mean half-light radius corresponds to ∼ 1.2 kpc at z ∼ 5. Note that our sample is biased against z ∼ 5 AGN point sources, since they would be rejected based on their high stellarities. If we divide our sample in two magnitude ranges z 850 = 24.2 − 25.5 and z 850 = 25.5 − 26.5, the mean half-light radii for the two bins are 0.
′′ 20 and 0. ′′ 14, respectively.
While it cannot entirely be ruled out that fainter LBGs are intrinsically smaller, the observed difference between the two bins can most likely be explained by the effect of surface brightness dimming in two ways: 1) the fraction of light that is missed in aperture photometry is larger for fainter sources, and 2) the incompleteness is higher for larger sources at a fixed magnitude (see e.g. Bouwens et al. 2004b; Giavalisco et al. 2004b ). The mean half-light radius of z 850 < 25.8 LBGs at z ∼ 5 in GOODS is r hl,z ≈ 0.
′′ 27, as measured by Ferguson et al. (2004) . However, Ferguson et al. (2004) measured half-light radii using maximum apertures approximately 4× larger than ours, which inevitably results in slightly larger halflight radii. Calculating the half-light radius using our method and our own sample of z ∼ 5 LBGs from the GOODS field (Section 4.1) gives r hl,z = 0.
′′ 17 ± 0.06 (with 0. ′′ 20 ± 0.08 and 0. ′′ 16 ± 0.05 for the brighter and fainter magnitude bins, respectively), consistent with the sizes we find in the TN J0924-2201 field.
The V 606 , i 775 , and z 850 morphologies are shown in Fig. 9 . Three objects (#119, #303, and #444) have a clear double morphology. Based on the large V 606 -dropout sample from GOODS (Section 4.1) we would expect roughly 1.5 of such systems in our field, indicating that our field might be relatively rich in merging systems. A more detailed, comparative analysis of sizes and morphologies of LBGs and Lyα emitters in radio galaxy protoclusters at 2 < z < 5.2 will be given elsewhere.
Point sources
The Galactic stellar locus runs through our V 606 -dropout selection window (green stars in Fig. 7) . We found ∼ 14 stellar objects that pass our selection criteria, if we let go of the requirement of relatively low stellarity index, as measured by SExtractor. However, the additional objects we found were all brighter than z 850 =25.0, and the majority were scattered around the red end of the stellar locus. No new objects with high stellarity were found at fainter magnitudes. Therefore, we believe that we have not missed a significant population of (unresolved) z ∼ 5 AGN in this field.
Discussion
An overdensity of V 606 -dropouts associated with TN J0924-2201?
In this section we will test whether the overdensity of Lyα emitters near TN J0924-2201 found by Venemans et al. (2005) is accompanied by an overdensity of V 606 -dropout galaxies. To establish what the surface density is of V 606 -dropouts in the 'field' we have applied our selection criteria to the GOODS and the UDF Parallel fields. The color-color diagram for the objects in the GOODS fields is shown in Fig. 10 . The GOODS and UDF Parallel fields cover a total area of ∼ 337 arcmin 2 compared to ∼ 12 arcmin 2 for TN J0924-2201. At z 850 < 26.5 the numbers of V 606 -dropouts satisfying our selection criteria are 277 for the combined GOODS fields, and 8 and 16 objects in the UDF-P1 and UDF-P2 fields, respectively. Similar to Bouwens et al. (2005b) we find that the number of V 606 -dropouts is 10% higher in the HDF-N compared to the CDF-S due to cosmic variance. We derive an average surface density of 0.9 arcmin −2 for the field, consistent with Giavalisco et al. (2004a) and the publicly available GOODS V1.1 catalogues which we have used to cross-check our results. The V 606 -dropout surface density of 2.0 arcmin −2 in the TN J0924-2201 field is twice as high, while the overall object surface densities at z 850 < 26.5, S/N > 5 and S/G < 0.85 are fairly constant: 106 arcmin −2 , 119 arcmin −2 and 98 arcmin −2 for the GOODS CDF-S, HDF-N, and TN J0924-2201 fields, respectively.
What is the significance of this factor 2 surface overdensity? LBGs are known to be strongly clustered at every redshift (Porciani & Giavalisco 2002; Ouchi et al. 2004b) , and are known to have large field-to-field variations. In our particular case, it is interesting to calculate the probability of finding a certain number of V 606 -dropouts in a single ACS pointing. Here we will use the additional constraint on the i 775 -z 850 color specified in Eq. 3 and which is indicated by the shaded areas in Figs. 7 and 10 . The angular distributions of the 218 GOODS V 606 -dropouts satisfying these criteria are shown in Fig. 11 . The distribution appears filamentary with noticable 'voids' that are somewhat smaller than one ACS pointing. To the lower-left of the GOODS HDF-N mosaic in Fig. 11 we have indicated the size of a single 3.
′ 4 × 3. ′ 4 ACS pointing for comparison. We measured the number of LBGs in 1000 (500 for each GOODS field) square 11.7 arcmin 2 cells placed at random positions and orientation angles. The cells were allowed to overlap, and are therefore not totally independent. The histogram of counts-in-cells is shown in Fig. 12 . The number of LBG candidates in TN J0924-2201 falls on the extreme right of the expected distribution based on GOODS (indicated by the red arrow). None of the cells randomly drawn from the CDF-S contained 19 objects (the highest being 14), while the chance of finding 19 objects in a single pointing in the HDF-N was slightly over 1%. Combining these results, TN J0924-2201 is overdense at the > 99% level with respect to GOODS.
As shown in Fig. 13 , the excess in the TN J0924-2201 field over that of the GOODS sample (normalised to the same area) is primarily due to objects having i 775 -z 850 ∼ 0.0 − 0.5. This clustering observed in the i 775 -z 850 color distribution suggests that the significance of the surface overdensity is in fact much higher than the > 99% estimated above, given that ∼ 30% of the GOODS V 606 -dropouts populate the color diagram at i 775 -z 850 > 0.5, compared to only ∼ 10% of the TN J0924-2201 candidates. The most significant number excess manifests itself around i 775 -z 850 ≈ 0.5, which matches the expected color of an LBG spectrum at the redshift of the radio galaxy assuming a typical slope of β ≈ −2 (the approximate redshift for such a template spectrum is indicated on the top axis of Fig. 13) . Two of the three previously known protocluster members that are in the V 606 -dropout sample also lie near this color (shaded regions in Fig. 13) . Estimates of the photometric redshifts with BPZ also show a preference for z ≈ 5.2 and slightly lower redshifts, although the errors on z B are quite large (∼ 0.7, Fig. 14 & Table 3 ). The subclustering in i 775 -z 850 and the photometric redshifts provide further evidence that the overdensity is associated with the radio galaxy and the Lyα emitters.
We can derive the V 606 -dropout number densities from the comoving volume occupied by the objects. For the comoving volume one usually defines an effective volume, V ef f , that takes into account the magnitude and color incompletenesses. We estimated the effective redshift distribution, N(z), associated with our selection criteria by running BPZ on the B 435 V 606 i 775 z 850 photometry of the large GOODS V 606 -dropouts sample. The redshift distribution is shown in Fig. 15 , where we have also indicated the sum of the redshift probability curves of each object to maintain information on secondary maxima, as well as the uncertainties associated with each object. Our effective redshift distribution is slightly narrower than the redshift distribution of Giavalisco et al. (2004a) (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 15 ), due to our additional constraint on i 775 -z 850 . Because we only used objects for which z B was relatively secure (i.e., objects having ODDS> 0.95), as well as using the full z B probability curves to construct Fig. 15 , we believe that our N(z) is a good approximation to the true underlying redshift distribution. While our N(z) could appear too narrow if the errors on z B are significantly underestimated, we can expect it to be narrower than that of Giavalisco et al. (2004a) in any case. The total probability of contamination seen around z ∼ 1 amounts to ∼ 10%. This is similar to the number of objects in the GOODS sample for which the S/N in B 435 is > 2.
Using the effective N(z) the comoving volume for the combined GOODS fields becomes ∼ 5.5 × 10 5 Mpc 3 . Here it is assumed that the selection efficiency at the peak of the redshift distribution is close to unity. Taking into account an incompleteness of ∼ 50% for z 850 < 26.5 (from Giavalisco et al. 2004a) gives an effective volume twice as small and a GOODS V 606 -dropout volume density of 8 × 10 −4 Mpc −3 . For TN J0924-2201, the effective volume is ∼ 1 × 10 4 Mpc 3 giving a number density of 2 × 10 −3 Mpc −3 if all galaxies are spread out across the volume. If, on the other hand, a significant fraction (e.g., 50%) of the objects are associated with the radio galaxy and Lyα emitters (assuming an effective protocluster volume of 8 × 10
2 Mpc 3 atz = 5.2 with ∆z = 0.03), we find a volume density of 1 × 10
Mpc −3 and a SFR density of 1 × 10
. This is at least a tenfold increase compared to that of the field.
One may wonder what the cosmic variance implies for a field as large as GOODS. Somerville et al. (2004) have presented a useful recipe for deriving the cosmic variance based on the clustering of dark matter halos in the analytic CDM model of Sheth & Tormen (1999) . Once the number density and mean redshift of a given population are known, one can derive the bias parameter, b, and calculate the variance of the galaxy sample, σ g = bσ DM , where σ DM is the variance of the dark matter. A number density of ∼ 1 × 10 −3 Mpc −3 corresponds to b ≈ 4 and a variance σ DM ≈ 0.07 for dark matter haloes at z ∼ 5. This would imply that the upper limit for the cosmic variance of V 606 -dropouts in a field as large as one of the GOODS fields is ∼ 30%. The difference in the object densities that we found was ∼ 10% between the two GOODS fields. Assuming that the CDF-S represents the absolute minimum of the allowed range would imply that new fields may be discovered showing significantly more sub-clustering on the scale of a single ACS pointing than currently observed. In the other extreme case that the HDF-N represents the absolute maximum, the TN J0924-2201 field should exhibit one of the highest surface densities of V 606 -dropouts expected.
The surface overdensity of Lyα emitters around TN J0924-2201 was 1.5-6 compared to the field (Venemans et al. 2004 ). Our results would be marginally consistent with the lower value of ∼ 2. However, only two of the Lyα emitters are bright enough to be included in our LBG sample. If the fraction of LBGs with high rest-frame equivalent width Lyα in protoclusters is similar to that of the field (Shapley et al. (2003) find ∼ 25%), ∼ 6 additional (i.e., non-Lyα) 'protocluster' LBGs are expected among our sample of 16 candidates (19 when including the radio galaxy and the two Lyα emitters). Such an overdensity could easily be accommodated given the relative richness of LBGs in this field, although its ultimate verification must await spectroscopic follow-up.
Based on the clustering statistics of relatively bright (z Ouchi et al. (2004b) found that these objects are likely to be hosted by very massive dark matter halos of ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ . The halo occupation number for these LBGs is almost unity, implying that almost every halo of this mass is expected to host a UV-bright LBG. Our sample contains several V 606 -dropouts which have z 850 < 25.0 (the brightest being #1873 with z 850 = 24.2), implying present-day halo masses of M(z = 0) > 10 14 M ⊙ . Whether any of these objects are associated with the radio galaxy should be confirmed by spectroscopy.
The host galaxy of TN J0924-2201
The high radio luminosity of TN J0924-2201 indicates that it hosts a supermassive black hole, which must have acquired its mass in less than ∼ 1 Gyr. However, in many other respects we found that it appears unremarkable when compared to general Lyman break galaxies at a similar redshift. Although there is a wide dispersion in the properties of the highest redshift radio galaxies (e.g. Rawlings et al. 1996; Dey et al. 1997; Reuland et al. 2003; Zirm et al. 2005) it might be interesting to naively compare TN J0924-2201 to TN J1338-1942 at z = 4.1 also studied with ACS (Zirm et al. 2005) . The optical host of TN J0924-2201 is almost 2 magnitudes fainter (at similar rest-frame wavelengths) than TN J1338-1941. There are several V 606 -dropouts in our sample that have brighter magnitudes (and therefore higher SFRs) than the radio source, while TN J1338-1942 is by far the brightest object among the sample of associated g 475 -dropouts found in that field (Miley et al. 2004) . Likewise, TN J0924-2201 has a size that is comparable to the average size of V 606 -dropouts (Bouwens et al. 2004b; Ferguson et al. 2004) , while TN J1338-1942 is an exceptionally large (∼ 2 ′′ ) galaxy. If TN J0924-2201 is to develop into a similar source within the ∼ 400 Myr or so between z ∼ 5 and z ∼ 4, it would require an increase in the projected radio source size by a factor ∼ 5, in Lyα luminosity by a factor ∼ 60, in SFR by a factor of ∼ 10, and in UV size by at least a factor of 2. The recent detection of molecular gas (CO) by Klamer et al. (2005) suggests that there is ∼ 10 11 M ⊙ of (inferred) gas mass present. The rapid enrichment that brought about this reservoir of molecular gas could have been facilitated by the early formation of the radio source and the triggering of massive star formation. The amount of gas present shows that there is plenty of material available to sustain a high SFR of several 100M ⊙ yr −1 , possibly allowing this source to undergo dramatic changes in its UV luminosity and morphology during certain stages of its evolution.
Conclusions
We have presented statistical evidence for an overdensity of star forming galaxies associated with the radio galaxy TN J0924-2201. Our result is consistent with the overdensity of Lyα emitters discovered previously by Venemans et al. (2004) , and is comparable to overdensities of Lyα emitters and Lyman break galaxies found around other high redshift radio galaxies. TN J0924-2201 could be a protocluster that will evolve into a cluster with a mass of ∼ 10 14 M ⊙ at z = 0.
The existence of relatively massive structures in the early Universe may not be uncommon, as suggested by, for example, the existence of quasars at even higher redshifts (e.g. Fan et al. 2003) , the evidence for protoclusters out to z < 6, and the increasingly higher limit that can be set on the redshift of reionization. Regions of high mass concentrations are rare, strongly clustered objects at every redshift, that underwent high amplification since the initial conditions (Kaiser 1984) . Radio galaxies are suspected to be the sites of the formation of a massive galaxy. The evidence reported of in this paper contributes to the hypothesis that redshift filaments and possibly groups or clusters of galaxies emerged together with these massive galaxies. In the radio-loud AGN unification model, the viewing angle relative to the jet determines whether a galaxy will be seen as a radio galaxy or as a radio-loud quasar (Barthel 1989) . It is therefore expected that early galaxy overdensities could, in principle, also be found around high redshift radio-loud quasars. Results indicate that the same may hold for at least some radio-quiet quasars at z > 5 too (Djorgovski et al. 1999 , Stiavelli et al. 2005 .
Although primordial galaxy overdensities so far discovered are not solely limited to fields that contain a luminous AGN (e.g. Steidel et al. 1999; Ouchi et al. 2005) , they hold a strong connection to low redshift clusters due to the presence of a supermassive black hole and possibly a developing brightest cluster galaxy (Zirm et al. 2005) . When the radio source has switched off, the host galaxy may become indistinguishable from other relatively massive, quiescent galaxies that may have been active in the past. The clustering properties and inferred halo masses of the brightest Lyman break galaxies suggest that their descendants at z = 0 fall into groups and clusters of galaxies (Ouchi et al. 2004b) . Interestingly, the number densities of protoclusters, radio galaxies and Lyman break galaxy redshift spikes have all been found to be consistent with the abundance of local clusters (e.g. Steidel et al. 1999; Venemans et al. 2002; Ouchi et al. 2005 , and references therein). Structures like TN J0924-2201 provide ideal comparisons with state-of-the-art N-body simulations. Springel et al. (2005) found that the descendants of the most massive objects at high redshift (presumed to be luminous quasars) can almost exclusively be identified with the most massive clusters at the current epoch. It might become possible to trace back cluster evolution from the well-studied regimes at z 1 to slight overdensities at very high redshifts, possibly up to the epoch of reionization.
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f Bayesian photometric redshift. The number of V 606 -break objects were counted in 500 randomly placed, square cells of 11.7 arcmin 2 in both the CDF-S (dashed line) and the HDF-N (dotted line). The sum of the GOODS histograms is indicated (solid line). The total probability that one finds 19 objects in a single pointing in GOODS amounts to ∼ 1%. The number of V 606 -break objects detected in the TN J0924-2201 field (red arrow) is anomalously high compared to GOODS. This is evidence for a population of V 606 -dropouts associated with the radio galaxy and the Lyα emitters of Venemans et al. (2004) . . BPZ was used with the standard redshift prior that is based on the magnitudes of galaxies in the HDF-N (see Benítez et al. 2004 ). The total z B probability distribution (thick solid curve) has also been indicated. Although the sample was selected using only the V 606 i 775 z 850 passbands, redshifts were calculated using the full B 435 V 606 i 775 z 850 catalogue. The total z B probability distribution (thick solid curve) suggests a low redshift contamination of ∼ 9%. The redshift distribution of Giavalisco et al. (2004a) has been indicated for comparison (dashed curve). Our distribution is narrower because of the additional constraints on i 775 -z 850 (Eq. 3).
